Here (ul, u2) represents the velocity, E is the total energy per unit mass, and p is the pressure, which is related to the other variables by the equation of state. We assume a "7-law gas, so that 1 2 p = ("7 -1)(pE -_p(u I + u_)).
(1.3)
At a solid wall boundary we require that the component of velocity normal to the wall be zero.
In one space dimension the system reduces to
where u = (p, pv, pE) and f(u) = (pv, pv 2 + p,v(pE + p)), with v = ul the velocity.
The boundary conditions become v = 0 at a solid wall.
A one-dimensional example
In order to illustrate this approach we begin with a 0he:dimensional model problem, the one-dimensional Euler equations for x > 0 with a solid wail at x = 0. We take a grid with cell interfaces at the points
Here h is a uniform grid spacing and h _ < h. the grid is uniform except for one small cell near the boundary (see Figure  1 ). We use a conservative method in the form Here hj is the width of the jth cell, so in our case we have h0 = h' and hj = h for j>0. We will assume that our time step k is chosen so that the condition (2.7) is satisfied relative to the uniform h. We will use the flux (2.6) for j = 2, 3, ..., i.e., at all interfaces where the cell on both sides is regular. Our task is to define fluxes F_ for j = 0, 1 so that we maintain stability (and accuracy) with this time step even if h' << h.
First suppose h' = h. Then we can use the Godunov flux (2.6) also at j = 1.
At the wall we use the well-known observation that the solution to the boundary value problem can be obtained by ignoring the wall and extending the computational domain to the whole line -c_ < z < o0, if we take data zt0(z) for z < 0 equal to
forz <0
We will denote this "reflection" of the data (in which the velocity is negated) by the operator 7_, so that for shorthand we can write (For brevity we will leave off the superscript n in general.) Note that the density and energy components of this flux will be zero since the velocity component of u* is zero at the wail. There will only be a momentum flux at the wall due to the pressure there, as expected physically.
If h _ <: h we could attempt to use this same formula to define F0 but we would find that it is unstable unless the CFL condition is satisfied. This will place an unreasonable restriction
This instability is caused by the fact that the boundary flux F0 is based on the data U0 alone. If the CFL condition (2.8) is satisfied, then it is only this data that affects the flux at the wall over the time step. However, when (2.8) is violated the value Ux should also affect the flux at the wall, and ignoring this effect leads to instability.
In a "large time step" approach we increase the stencil of the method, meaning we allow more data points to come into the computation of each flux, and hence retain stability. One way to achieve this is by a wave propagation approach. For example, at z0 = 0 (the wall) we set u'(u_, u_) 
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Boundary conditions in two dimensions
Turning now to the two-dimensional problem, we will give a brief description of how the idea described above extends to handle the small cell problem.
Consider the portion of the boundary shown in Figure  2a and a typical boundary cell (i,j). The formula for updating the value U_j is the two-dimensional analog of (2.5), and setting u_ to be the average value of this function over the region inbox(i,j). In To find the weights needed to compute z_ we must compute the intersection of the inboxw_th each ne_byCell. This is easily accomplished with standard computational geometry routines. Note that for a given geometry and grid these weights need only be computed once at the beginning of the computation. They need not be recornputed in each time step.
Fluxes at other sides. We now consider the fluxes F and G along other sides of this cell. These are all computed by similar procedures, so to be specific we will consider the computation of F_j, the flux on the left side of this cell.
To compute F_ we solve two Pdernann problems, one in some direction _ with _ The some data u_, u_ and the other in the orthogonal direction 7/with data u,, u,.
choice of these directions and the data will be discussed in a moment. First we explain how these R.iemann problem solutions are computed and used to define F_j. For example, the direction of the velocity or the pressure gradient might be used to define _. In our application we are only considering cells adjacent to the boundary and the relevant directions are the directions tangential and normal to the wall. We choose _ to be the direction tangential to the wall in one of the two cells bordering this interface. Since our primary concern is to maintain stability in very small cells, we choose the smaller of the two adjacent cells to define this direction. This will lead to cancellation of fluxes in tiny cells in the same manner as previously seen in the one-dimensional example. The _/-direction is normal to the _-direction.
Tangential boxes.
We must still specify the data for these tangential and normal R,iemann problems. We first consider the tangential problem.
We use an approach similar to the specification of data in an £nbox described above. From the interface we construct boxes that extend a distance h in the _-direction. Figure 5a shows an example. The data u_, u_t is obtained by an area-weighted average of the values in each cell the box overlaps. In our current implementation we assume the wall is convex, so that these boxes lieentirelywithin the computational domain. Each box overlaps at most two grid cellsand the weights are easilycalculated. Since the directions_ and 7 7 and the resultingboxes depend only on the geometry, not on the flow variables, these weights Can again be calculatedonce and forallas a preprocessing step.
Normal boxes. Figure 5b shows the normal boxes in the 7/-direction. The box in the outward directiondoes not hit the boundary and overlapsat most two regular n iscalculatedas an area-weighted avera.geof these cellvalues. The other box cells, so u,_ may extend beyond the boundary. Ifso, the portion lying outside the computational domain llesin one or more outboxes, the artificial cellscreated in the process of Near the solid wall the contour lines appear to show a boundary layer. This is an artifact of the graphics routine, which assumes the data is on a uniform grid at cell + marks are the numerical solution.
centers.
Our data near the boundary should be viewed as an approximation to the pointwise value at the center of mass of the irregular cell, not at the center of the full Cartesian cell.
In order to examine the accuracy at the wall, Figure 7b shows plots of the pressure along the boundary, plotted against arclength.
To obtain a boundary pressure, the cell value U'ij and the reflected value 7_(Uij) are used to solve the one-dimensional Riemann problem normal to the wall in each irregular cell. The resulting pressure p* is used as the boundary pressure. Figure  7b shows these results and also the exact solution (to machine precision) calculated using the theory of [11] .
In more complicated computations we use adaptive grid refinement to obtain high resolution results with minimal effort. The boundary conditions described here can also be used in conjunction with the adaptive Cartesian grid code described in [1] and _llOf_31 _=I'OIqaul_'$ and _tce ,_m,e£1r al_O(1
